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Q.1- What types of sports do you like? 
Answer: I've always been a fan of practically all sports, except boxing and wrestling, which I 

feel to be a little too violent for my taste. Football (soccer), cricket, hockey, tennis, 

badminton, ice hockey, and volleyball are just a handful of the sports I enjoy. 

 

Q.2- What is your country's most popular sport? 
Answer: Given the large audiences that cricket attracts, I would say that cricket is the most 

popular sport in my nation, followed by soccer and hockey. Of course, some may claim that 

soccer/football is my country's most popular sport. 

 

Q.3- Do you prefer team or individual sports?[Why?] 
Answer: I enjoy team sports because they stimulate interaction with other players and the 

learning of cooperation, which allows an individual team member to improve their skill level 

higher, which would not be feasible otherwise. Team sports teach us essential lessons like 

responsibility, solidarity, teamwork, and bravery. 

Q.4- Did you participate in any sports as a youngster that you no longer do? [What is 

the reason behind this?] 
Answer: Yes, I used to play volleyball as a kid, but I don't know since I'm too preoccupied 

with other things in life. In addition, as I've grown older, I've developed an interest in a 

variety of sports other than 'volleyball.' 

 

Q.5- Who is your favorite sports star? [Why] 
Answer: Sachin Tendulkar is my favorite sports figure because of his cricket mastery, 

incredible innings that helped his side win, remarkable shot selections when batting, and the 

magical power of his talent and talents to influence the game.  

Perhaps no other cricketer on our continent has had as much impact and motivation to watch 

and appreciate the game as he has. 
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